Case Study
Navoi Airport
Over 60 Infinova PTZ and Day/Night
High Resolution Cameras Provide
Surveillance at Airport for Free
Industrial Economic Zone’s (FIEZ)

Solution: Infinova V2216 network video management and IP Cameras

Uzbekistan’s Navoi Airport Implementing Infinova Surveillance System
As part of a US$ 63.1 million construction project, Uzbekistan’s Navoi Airport is installing Infinova PTZ and
Day/Night high resolution cameras to watch over one of Central Asia’s newest Free Industrial Economic Zones
(FIEZ). The FIEZ is designed to promote a wide range of high-tech and internationally competitive production
using modern high-efficiency equipment, technological lines and units, as well as latest innovations. It is located
1.8 km from the cargo terminal of Navoi Airport, where the cameras are located, and connected to international
railway routes towards the countries of Europe (via Russia), South Asia (via China), Middle East and the Gulf (via
Iran).
“This is a first time use of a professional surveillance system to cover the cargo terminal at Navoi Airport in the free
economic zone,” affirms Alex Yusupov, (title needed), Global Pro Security, the international wholesale distributor
of the equipment. “Our integrator in Uzbekistan, Atlantik Trade, is doing a wonderful job.” The Navoi Airport is
one of many transportation venues around the world employing Infinova cameras, with a large scope of products
it easy for Infinova integrators to recommend exactly the right type of solution for each venue.
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According to Yusupov, business entities registered in the FIEZ
will enjoy exceptional customs, currency and tax regulations,
simplified procedure for entry, stay and obtaining of work
permit for non-resident citizens. They will be exempt from
paying many taxes.

By helping channel partners provide their customers with complete, affordable, best-in-class, large and small video
surveillance solutions, Infinova helps integrators generate more business more profitably. Leveraging a
manufacturing process certified to ISO 9001:2000 standards and over 250 engineers with a list of video industry
firsts, Infinova channel partners provide their end-users with industry-acknowledged product reliability and
technical leadership.
So that Infinova channel partners can create complete solutions, Infinova provides IP surveillance cameras and
components, CCTV analog cameras, DVRs and components, camera accessories, monitors, power supplies and
fiber optics communications devices. Infinova also has the technical ability and manufacturing flexibility to let
integrators propose customized solutions. In addition, Infinova will partner with other manufacturers making
other surveillance equipment and software to help its channel partners create turnkey solutions. Contrary to most
other companies, Infinova will back-up their partners’ products as well as its own to assure both the integrator and
its customers that one call – to Infinova only – takes care of everything.
Infinova works diligently to assure its channel partners can provide cost-conscious solutions. With Infinova’s
hybrid systems, channel partners can propose systems that protect a customer’s investment in its already-installed
analog surveillance system but that also put them on a dynamic migration pathway to IP systems.
Infinova is lauded for its exceptional maintenance programs. A major highlight is the company’s 24-hour advanced
replacement policy in which a substitute product is shipped immediately upon notice of a problem.
With such customer focus, Infinova is often referred to as “the integrators’ manufacturer.”
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